ARREST HILLARY CLINTON
Our NEXT Felon-in-Chief

Oct 19, 2016 – Statement of EDWARD C NOONAN, 2016 Presidential Candidate:

The American Resistance Party DEMANDS THE ARREST OF HILLARY CLINTON, else she will be our NEXT Felon in Chief... CHARGES: 18 U.S. Code § 1519 - Destruction, alteration, or falsification of records in Federal investigations and bankruptcy

Whoever knowingly alters, destroys, mutilates, conceals, covers up, falsifies, or makes a false entry in any record, document, or tangible object with the intent to impede, obstruct, or influence the investigation or proper administration of any matter within the jurisdiction of any department or agency of the United States or any case filed under title 11, or in relation to or contemplation of any such matter or case, shall be fined under this title, imprisoned not more than 20 years, or both. (Added Pub. L. 107–204, title VIII, § 802(a), July 30, 2002, 116 Stat. 800.)

HANNITY SHOWS ADDITIONAL FELONIES OF HILLARY RODHAM CLINTON:

18USC§201  Bribery
18USC§208  Acts Effecting A Personal Financial Interest (Includes Recommendations)
18USC§371  Conspiracy
18USC§1001  False Statements
18USC§1341  Frauds And Swindles (Mail Fraud)
18USC§1343  Fraud By Wire
18USC§1349  Attempt And Conspiracy (To Commit Fraud)
18USC§1505  Obstruction Of Justice
18USC§1519  Destruction (Alteration Or Falsification) Of Records In Federal Investigation
18USC§1621  Perjury (Including Documents Signed Under Penalties Of Perjury)

18USC§1905 Disclosure Of Confidential Information
18USC§1924 Unauthorized Removal And Retention Of Classified Documents Or Material
18USC§2071 Concealment (Removal Or Mutilation) Of Government Records
18USC§7201 Attempt To Evade Or Defeat A Tax (Use Of Clinton Foundation Funds For Personal Or Political Purposes)
18USC§7212 Attempts To Interfere With Administration Of Internal Revenue Laws (Call To IRS On Behalf Of UBS Not Turning Over Accounts To IRS)

Full article at: http://www.hannity.com/articles/election-493995/heres-the-updated-list-of-crimes-14123163/
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